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Music Theory for Sound Editors?  
Why We Need to Know About Music… 

•  1. Most audio projects include music: 
•  Music albums 
•  Voice auditions have background music 
•  All marketing media except paper, have music 
•  All introductions for shows, presentations 

•  2. Not surprising. Music is a powerful communicator 
–  25% or more of a film’s emotional communication 

•  Happiness, sadness, fear, danger, tension, pace 
•  Conflict is coming! – Conflict is over! 
•  Musical themes communicate character and place. 

–  Leitmotifs do not require a visual. The character is near. 

•  3. Popular DAW tools use musical concepts 
•  Beat, measure, tempo, time signature, transpose 
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•  New to Music? 
•  Use loops to build royalty-free musical arrangements 

–  Musical concepts to understand: 
•  Beats  • Tempo 
•  Measure  • Meter 
•  Key   • Transpose 

–  Next Step? MIDI pattern generators and sequencers 

•  Have Musical Experience? 
–  MIDI keyboard to play software instruments 
–  MIDI editing and sequencing to edit arrangements 
–  Output to and input from music notation 
–  Sophisticated instrument libraries with dozens of 

expression tools 
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Beats and Meter 
•  Beats 

–  Fundamental pulses at regular time interval 
•  Tempo 

–  Beats per minute 
•  Measure 

–  A handy building block - usually about     
1 to 4 seconds long 

–  Each one has the same number of beats 
–  Think of it as a pulse-group. In pop music, some 

aspect of the music often repeats (with variations), 
like a basic drum or bass pattern 

•  Meter 
–  How many beats/notes in a measure 
–  Indicated by a Time Signature, as 4/4 or 3/4  4 

Green Day 4/4 

3/4 

•  Measures are sometimes called bars 
– Probably called that because of the vertical 

bars between measures in music notation. 
– Notice the time signature (3 quarter-notes per bar) 
– When counting, the “1” is on the bar. 
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The Time Signature Identifies the Meter 
3 <- three beats in a bar 
4 <- note “size” per beat 

 (quarter notes here) 

6 <- six beats in a bar 
8 <- note “size” per beat 

 (eighth notes here) 

Beats Measures and Bars in Studio One 

Time signature and Tempo 
6 
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A Musical Scale 
•  Think of a scale is a set of musical notes that 

sound good together. 
– So we generally stick to the notes of a 

particular scale. It will usually sound right. 

* * * * * * * 

Of 12 available notes in an octave, 
these * notes in C “major” scale 

How many possible notes do we have? 12  
Then we repeat and double the Hz for next octave. 
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A C-major Octave on a Piano Keyboard 

* * * * * * * 

* * * * * * * 
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C major, a “Keyboard-Friendly” Musical Scale 
•  The key of C major starts with a C note. (262 Hz) 

– Logical to start with C major because… 
•  It is the most commonly used “key” by beginners. 
•  The white keyboard keys represent the C scale. 
•  So white keyboard notes sound OK together. 

– What if we need music in other keys? 
•  Singers work best in a particular key. 
•  Music bits we use, i.e. loops, may be in other keys. 
•  No worries. Although keys can start on any of the 12 

possible notes, if we work in C, we can use our DAW 
software to  transpose our music to any other major 
key. 10 

•  What about the other keys? 
–  We call the black keys sharps (#) and/or flats (b). 
–  A# (one above A) and Bb (one below B) refer to the 

same note. 

A B D E F G               A B D E F G A B D E G 

Eb Ab C# F# Bb Ab Bb Bb Ab F# Eb C# 

Let’s Review These Terms 

•  Beats 
•  Tempo 
•  Measure or bar 
•  Time signature 
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•  Scale 
•  Key 
•  C-major 
•  Sharps Flats 
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Moving in Steps 
•  A half step or semitone is to the next note 

possible up or down (out of 12 possible) 
– As with     A to A#     or    E to F,  etc 

•  A whole tone or step skips a note (= 2 half steps) 
–  Examples: A to B       or    B to C#   or    C# to D#,  etc 

12 A B D E F G               A B D E F G A B D E G 

Eb Ab C# F# Bb Ab Bb Bb Ab F# Eb C# 
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Transposing From One Key to Another 
•  Transpose moves music from any key to another key 

–  Typical Example 
•  Choose loop, or any recorded “event” 
•  Choose transpose from the options (Use Inspector or right-click) 

–  Remember, a semitone is also called a half-step 
•  So 2 semitones would move the key from C to D 
•  2 more semitones would move the key from D to E 
•  5 semitones would move the key from C to F 
•  7 semitones would move the key from C to G 
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(1. Inspector panel)                (2. Right click drop down) 

Transpose in Studio One: Two ways 

Creating an 8-Bar Blues 
One of the standard blues forms 

•  If we were playing background chords for a 
8-bar blues song in the key of C, in 4/4 time, 
here is our plan… 
– Play C for two measures (8 beats) 
– Play F for two measures (8 beats) 
– Play C for one measure (4 beats) 
– Play G for one measure (4 beats) 
– Play C for one measure (4 beats) 
– Play G for one measure (4 beats) 
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Creating an 8-Bar Blues 
One of the standard blues forms 

•  In the key of C 
– Measure 1 in C   
– Measure 2 in C 
– Measure 3 in F  transpose up 5 semitones 
– Measure 4 in F  transpose up 5 semitones 
– Measure 5 in C   
– Measure 6 in G  transpose up 7 semitones 
– Measure 7 in C   
– Measure 8 in G  transpose up 7 semitones 
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Building 8-bar Blues With Loops 
•  1) Bring in a loop to a track & snap to a bar. 

–  (bass or rhythm guitar or keyboard) 
•  2) Make 8 copies to fill 8 measures. 
•  3) Transpose the 3rd, 4th up 5 semitones. 
•  4) Transpose the 6th up 7 semitones. 

•  5) Repeat as needed, until the end of song. 
•  6) Add other instrument loops & transpose 

them similarly. 
•  7) Add drums (Drums don’t need to be transposed.) 
•  8) Substitute loop variations for interest. 
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